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Abstract : The iss . isaDY(3He, d) reactions at EsHe = 46 .5 MeV are analyzed using the coupled
channels Born approximation (CCBA) and improved form factors derived from a deformed
Woods-Saxon potential. The latter are generated using the coupled channels procedure ofRost.
The transitions considered populate theW [523], ~+ [411], ~+ [41I ]> }- [541 ] and ~+ [402] or-
bitals in isa . issHo. Indirect processes induced by inelastic scattering are foumd to have an
influence onthe cross sections comparable to that deduced for néutron transfer reactionsonrare
earthnuclei at lower energies . Considered alone, these can alter the cross sections even of strong
transitions by a factor of two and of weaker ones by an order of magnitude. For the weaker
transitions equally large changes can result when the improved form factors, rather than con-
ventional spherical Woods-Saxon functions, are used in the calculations . In the examples con-
sideréd these two effects tend to cancel, often, but not always, resulting in predictedcrosssec-
tions similar in magnitude to the results ofconventional DWBA calculations made withspher-
ical Woods-Saxon form factors . The CCBA angular distributions are generally similar in shape
to DWBA predictions, which usually give good fits to the experimental angular distributions
over the 0-35° range ofthe data . Compared with DWBApredictions which usefhe same optical
parameters, but spherical Woods-Saxon form factors, the CCBA with deformed Woods-Saxon
form factors is in better gverall agreement with the experimental cross-section magnitudes.
However there are a number of cases in which the CCBA, although usually predicting larger
crôss séctions than the DWBA, still underestimates the éxperiméntal cross sections by -nearly
factor oftwo. These casesall occurin the }' (541 ] bandorin the strongly Coriolis mixed }+ (411 ]
and t}+(411] bands, and include the majority of transitions populating these orbitals. Since
both nuclear structure and reaction mechanism effects are intérwoven in the calculations,
further data would be most useful in probing the origin of the discrepancy .
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A. 3. BROAD of oL

1. Introâaction

Over the last decade single-nucleon transfer reactions such as (d, p) or (3He, d)
have been used extensively to study the one-quasiparticle excitations of heavy,
deformed nuclei . These reactions have usually been . analyzed assuming that the
distorted-wave Bom approximation (DWHA) gives an adeqùate account of the
reaction, and that a spherical Woods-Saxon well can be used to generate the radial
wave function for the transferred particle .
This reaction model, if valid, has the attractive feature that the different angular

momentum components of a given one-quasiparticle intrinsic state Xp can be deter-
mined by measuring the relative cross sections for populating, in an odd-A nucleus,
the corresponding members of the .rotational band based on that state. Thus if Xn
is expanded on a spherical basis as

vvhere'U? and V= are the usual BCS model occupation probabilities appropriate for
stripping or piçkup reactions respectively, and. . o,i(8) is the reduced cross section
calculated.with t>~e DWHA.

	

. . . .
Numerous bead assignments have ~ been made by comparing the "fingerprint�

distribution of the C`~z . obtained from this prooodure with the predictions of the
Nilsson model. The.results haye generally been in . at least qualitative agreement with
Nilsson model expectations, and in many cases the agreement is very detailed =) .
This empirical~suo~ess has tended to bolster confidence in the validity of the reaction
model and encouraged the invocation off. such refinements as Coriolis coupling or
other types of band mixing in cases where discrepancies have appeared .

However, the rehctioa model outlined above is based on assumptions which are
sot necessarily justi$èd.. for reactions on deformed nuclei . There is considerable
evidence, to be discussed below, that its success is at least partly illusory. A key
assumption of the model, which is implicit in the use of the DWBA, is that of a
one-step reaction mechanism with the core ,remaining . inert during the - transfer
prooess. . .Multistep processes, .involvinß both .inelastic scattering_and particle transfer
are `ignored, although for deformed targets the former would be expected to be
early~fmpertant.becguse of 'the, strong .co~plin8 between .the clastic channel
and low-lying:rotational. states .
A model for treating these indirect lxocesses was proposed . some dime . ago by

Penney and Satchler s) who. suggested that the elastic scattering wave functions
appearing in the DWBA be replaced by coupled ' channel wave functions which
contain both elastic and inelastic scattering components . This generalization is

Xn = ~Cu~xiln. (1.1)
n.

the cross section for populating the spin-i member oftho band becomes 1)
_dQ __ s :
dD

2C,~
lV~ cyi9), (1.2)
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omen referredto as the coupled channels Born approximation (CCBA). An ahernative,
but equivalent, approach called the source term method has been described by
Ascuitto and Glendenning ~) and by Edens s); this approach is actually used in the
present calculations .
A number of calculations have now been carried out for one nucleon transfer

reactions, e.g . refs . e'ii). .Regarding the rare-earth region, the calculations to date
[refs . s-ii)] have studied the (d, p) and (p, d) reactions in the 120 MeY range.
For these reactions the CCBA predictions sometimes differ by a factor of two in
magnitude from the DWHA, even for fairly strong transitions, and often by an order
of magnitude for the weaker ones. ïn addition, there are cases in which the measured
angular distributions, although fit well bY the CCBA, differ drastically from the
DWBA predictions i o, i i). This would tend to increase the uncertainty of spectro-
scopic strengths deduced from the usual procedure, since in many experiments the
cross sections were measured at ônly a few angles. Thus there is good reason to
doubt the quantitative accuracy of spectroscopic information obtained with the
DWBA model, at least under the reaction condïtions which have been examined
Although one might eicpect similar effects to appear in proton transfer reactions

in the rare-earth region, the influence of indirect processes on these reactions has
not yet been investigated . Much less data are available for (d, 3He) and (3He, d)
reactions on rare-earth targets; in particular there have been few angular distribution
measurements . Recently, however, 'Lewis et al. ia) have published data for the
(3He, d) reaction on 1 s2, isaDy at 46.5 MeV which include angular distributions
measured for members of several different rotationâl bands in each residual nucleus.
Tn ref. ia) these reactions were analyzed using the conventional DWBA, which with
only a few exceptions reprodûced the measured angular distributions and yielded
spectroscopic factors in qualitative agreement with the Nilsson model. One of ~ the
purposes of the present paper is tQ assess, using'the CCBA, the importance of multi-
step processes in these reactions, which fall into a different projectile and energy
regime than has so far been examined .

There is another feature of the usual analysis of transfer reactions on deformed
nuclei which introduces additional uncertainties in the nuclear structure information
which is obtained . This is the well-known inconsisténcy in the treatment of the radial
wave function of the transferred particle, the form factor in a zero-range càlculation .
Fn the Nilsson model the eigenfunctions Xn of the deformed potential are ekpanded
on a basis of spherical harmonic oscillator functions. However, in reaction calcula-
tions these functions are ordinarily : replaced by the eigenfunctions of a spherical
Woods-Saxon well . Thus the basis used in the reaction calculation is not at all the
same as that of the Nilsson model with which the reactions are compared Since the
various shell-model basis states appearing in a given deformed state are usually
bound by quite different energies in a spherical potential, this procedure would cause
the corresponding form factors to have the wrong slope in the exponential tail region
where most contributions to the reactions originate. To compensate for this deficiency,
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it is customary to adjust for each transition soparately the well depth in such a way
as to reproduce the observod separation energy. The separation energy procedure
ensures that in the tail region the form factor will have the proper slope, but not
necessarily the correct normalization. The error in the latter would be expected to
be greatest for basis states which in the spherical limit lie far away in energy from the
deformed state, i.e ., for transitions to band members with small Nilsson coefficients .
Since it is in these weaker transitions that indirect processes also tend to be more
important, a realistic evaluation of these processes should also include more realistic
form factors than the conventional ones .

Prescriptions for generating more accurate form factors appropriate for deformed
orbitals have been reported in the literature 9.13.10. Ia the scheme of Rost 1`),

they are obtained by solving a coupled channel eigenvalue problem subject to the
constraint that the energy eigenvalue match the separation energy of the transferred
particle. In our analysis of the 162" 16~Dy(3Iie, d) reactions we have used this pro-
cedure while employing tho CCBA to take into account inelastic coupling in the
entrance and exit channels . In comparison with conventional DWBA predictions,
we find that the modifications resulting from use of improved form factors are often
comparable in magnitude to inelastic effects.

2 CCBA cakalstione

As we have remarked, we use the source term method 4' s) to incorporate inelastic
scattering processes in the reaction calculations. For the present (3He, d) reactions
this involves solving first the coupled equations for 3He elastic and inelastic scattering
in the entrance channel subject to the boundary condition that incoming waves exist
only in channels with the target nucleus in its ground state. The resulting wave funo-
tions are then used to construct the source term which gives the feeding ofthe various
levels in the residual nucleus due to the stripping process. A zero range interaction
is assumed with strength taken from ref. 1 s). In arms of the reduced cross sections
calculated with DWBA code DWUCK 16), this strength corresponds to a "normal-
ization factor" for the (3He, d) reaction of 4.42. The source term is inserted into the
coupled equations representing the scattering of deuterons from the residual nucleus
and the set of inhomogtneous coupled equations solved subject to the boundary
condition that there are only outgoing waves. The matching of tho wave functions
onto the asymptotic forms yields tho scattering matrix elements in the usual way.
Such aCCBA calculation takes into account inelastic scattering to all orders, but the
transfer process is assumed to be sufficiently weak that it can be treated in first order
only.

Firstly we need to specify the parameters which describe the elastic and inelastic
scattering in the entrance and exit channels . The particle-nucleus interaction was
represented by the deformed optical model potential
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where the primes refer to the body fixed axes and 1Fk = rcA}. TheCoulomb potential
was taken to be that of a uniform charge distribution with radius rcA} and was also
allowed to deform. No spin-orbit potential was used so that the coupled channel
solutions are independent of the spin of the scattered particle. This simplifying
feature makes the CCBA calculations tractable . The coupling terms were evaluated
using nuclear wave functions taken from the macroscopic rotational model (with a
single particle beyond the deformed core in the case of the residual odd-A nuclei).

T~s~.$ 1

Parameters of the deformed optical model potentials

Particle Y ry av w w" r,~ a,~ ~B= iB4 rc
(MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (MeV) (fm) (fm)

	

(fm)

sHe 175 1 .14 0.723 17.5 0 1 .60 0.90 0.28 0 1 .4
d 91 1 .16 0.830 0 14 .25 1 .25 0.90 0.28 0 1 .3

The optical model parameters used are given in table 1. Although these parameters
originate from work in the lead region t7.te) it was found in ref. tz) that they also
give a good account of elastic and inelastic scattering of 46.5 MeV 'He ions from
t szDy and 34.5 MeV deuterons from t s sEr, when used in coupled channels cal-
culations which employ the deformed potential (2.1) . Most of these scattering data
and their analysis were presented in ref. lz ) . The results are summarized in figs. 1
and 2, where the scattering data are compared with coupled channels calculations
using the parameters of table 1 . It should be noted that in comparison with ref. tz)
the overall normalization of the measured 3He scattering cross sections has been
reduced by 12 ~ on the basis of additional data not presented there.
The coupled channels calculations, represented by the solid lines in figs. 1 and 2,

were carried out by coupling together the 0* ground state and the 2+ and 4+ members
of the ground-state rotational band (data are available for the 0+ and2+ levels only).
The value of ßz used is the calculations (0.28) is consistent with measurements for
nuclei near A ;.. 165, which also indicate that the hexadecapole parameter ß4 is

V(r, B ) = Vf(r,Ry, ay)+i[WJ(r, R,P, a,r)+W'g(r, R,P, a,r)] +V~,(r, Rc), (2.1)

where

g(r, Rt, a,~) _ -4Er(1 +Ex)-z, (2.2)

The deformed surface of the optical potential is given by

Rx(9~) _ ~[1+ßzYzo(e~)+ß4Yao(e~)~ . (2.3)
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Fig. 1. Optical model and coupled channels pre-
dictions of'He scattering from isaDy at 46.5 MeV.
Each calculation uses the potential parameters

given in table 1.

A. S. BROAD et al.

ecm
Fig. 2. Optical model and wupledchannels
predictions of deuteron scattering from
166 ~ ~s MeV Eech calculation uses
the potential parameters given is table 1 .

essentially zero t 9) . Since the inclusion of a hexadecapole term in the potential with
small values of ß~ had little effect on the predicted elastic and2+ cross sections, this
term was dropped in .the atu lysis presented here .
The dashed curves in figs . 1 and 2 show the result of dropping the coupling to the

2+ and 4+ levels, i.e ., they give the pure optical model prediction. Clearly a good fit
is not obtained ; nevertheless it has been argued [see ref. tz) and-references therein]
that these optical model parameters, which do fit elastic scattering from spherical
nuclei, should be used in DWBA calculations. This procedure was found to give
reasonable results in ref. tz), and will be used here in making comparisons with thé
CCHA. The use in the DWBA calculations of optical potentials modified to fit the
elastic scattering is not a feasible alternative here since it was not found.possible to
fit the deuteron scattering data with reasonable parameter sets . For further discussion
of this problem see Ascuitto et al . i'

).

Except for a few examples noted in the text, the CCHA calculations employed the
deformed Woods-Saxon (DWS) form factors discussed in the next section. Coriolis
mixing and pairing effects occurring within a single band were included using the
procedure described there. In addition appreciable band mixing could in principle
lead to interband transitions in the exit channel due to inelastic de~xcitation betwoen
bands. However, due to computing time limitations we were unable to include two
(or mare) Corioli§ mixed bands. The largest effects from this omission would be
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expected for the ~}+ [411 ] and ~+ [411] bands, which are mixed fairly strongly by the
Coriolis interaction and are known 2°) to have enhanced interband transition ratos.

3 . Form factors

75

In stripping reactions the nuclear structure information is specified by the overlap
integral (~s, I~w), where ~w and ~s are the wave functions of the initial and final
states . The CCBA description of a single transition requires several such overlaps,
one for each initial and final state pair, rather than the single one nceded for the
DWBA. For deformed nuclei this overlap can be written 2) as

where

C2(2Iw+1)l ~
(~s~ ~w)

	

2I +1

	

~X~"~r)~Iw~jgIIsKai~Iw~wjmIIsMsi .

	

(3.1)
s

where m = MB -11fw, Kw is assumed to be zero and Xf.(r) is the angular momentum
component j, m of the transferred particle with respect to tho rotating core, with the
label KH(~ ~) suppressed .
A simple approximation to Xf�,would bo the pure Nilsson wave function, i .e .,

Xf. = Ci~Hx°.r.

	

(3.2)

where ~~. is a harmonic oscillator state and Cif is the appropriate Nilsson coed-
dent. However, this is a poor approximation for reaction calcailatioas bocause the
slope of the radial wave function is incorrect in the tail region where the reactions
occur. The conventional approach is to use

Xf. = Cif~~~

	

(3.3)

where 4~vj� is the eigenfunction of a sphorical Woods-Saxon well, with-the well
depth adjusted to reproduce the separation energy and hence the correct radial slopo
outside the nuclear surface. A better procedure, discussed below; is to solve for the
single-particle wave function in a deformed Woods-Saxon potential, which in some
cases can be quite different from the simple prescription of eq . (3.3).

3.1 . DEFORMED WOOD&SAXON FORM FACTOR CALCULATION

The Schrôdinger equation for a proton moving in a deformed Woods-Sexton
potential can be written

(3.5)

Here Y' is the potential due to deformation, . Yc(r) is the, Coulomb potential of a
uniformly charged sphere, and Y(r) is the usual spherical Woods-Saxon well : .
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We assume an axially symmetric, pure quadrupole deformation [experiment i 9)

indicates a small value of ßa near A ~ 165] . Each state is then specified by the energy
Eand Q, the projection ofthe angular momentum on the symmetry axis, but can be
conveniently labelled by Nilsson's asymptotic quantum numbers L?`[Nn~l] appro-
priate to the Z =50-82 region of interest .
The Woods-Saxon equipotentials are deformed while retaining constant volume

(deformation of the Coulomb and spin-orbit potentials was not cogsidered). To
second order in the deformation parameter ßs the result is'~)

V = -ßsY2o 9 r
dV

+ß~

	

Ys	9

	

2

r dxV +2rd

	

+1rdV .

	

3.7( )

	

dr

	

Z ~ ~

	

o( )] [
2

dr2	drJ

	

4a

	

dr~

	

(

	

)

However, in the calculations to be reported here, the expansion (3.7) was extended
to fourth order in ßs since this was found necessary to obtain smooth, ellipsoidally
shaped potentials . The fourth order expression is given by Rost .' 4). The value of
the deformation parameter ßs was taken to b:, 0.28.
The eigenfunctions den are expanded in angular momentum components

Substituting (3.8) into (3.4) and taking the scalar product with ~ljd?) leads to the set
of coupled equations

(Ho-E)U~ia.° - ~ <11~I V'h'j'p)Usi "~"n~

	

(3.9)
t"~ "

for the radial functions UBifn, from which the form factors are taken in the usual way.
Rost has described a relaxation technique by which eqs. (3.9) can be solved

numerically in a reasonable time 1~) . We have written a computer code s i) based
on his method which was used td supply.form factors for the present analysis . These
were computed, with the ~constraint that the binding energy match the experimental
value, thus ensuring the proper exponential .tail. Given this constraint, eqs; (3.9)
determine the well depth rathër than the énergy . An average binding energy was
assumed for each state;(i.e., each band). This should be a:reasonable approximation
sins the rotational energy of the first few band members is of the order 100-200 keY
compared with a total binding energy of about" 5 MeV.

ïn'addition to the required binding energy, it is also necessaryy to specify-the radius
and diffuseness of the potential (3.5), as well as the spin-orbit strength. Unfortunately
there are ambiguities in the proper values. for these parameters . As a reasonable, but
not uniquely determined, basis for our comparison between the conventional
(spherical) and deformed :Woods-Saaom form factors, we have taken ro = rc = 1 .25
fiia, a = 0.63 fm and~ = l5, whére reis the radius parameter ofthe Coulomb poten-
tial . These values have been used, together with the (undeformed) optical potentials
of table 1 ; in .aüalyzing proton transfer reactions in the lead region 1 ~).

In figs . 3=5 we compete some of the deformed Woods-Saxon (DWS) functions
with the conventional harmonic oseil,lator ~Woods~-Saxpn(HO-WS) form factors (the



latter are multiplied by the appropriate Nilsson coef$cient, calculated in the usual
harmonic oscillator basis) . In cases where one angular-momentum component of a
single-particle state is much larger thanthe others (C,~ x 1), there is little difference
between the wrresponding HO-WS andDWS functions, e.g ., for thej = ~member
ofthe ~" [523] state in 1 ssHo (fig . 3). This is not the case for the weaker components
or for any band member when the strength is more evenly divided, as for example in
the ~- [541] band (fig. 4) . Here the radial nodes are displaced andthe tail is greatly
enhanced except for the ~" member (not shown), where it is diminished . Another
effect is the appearance of an extra node in the DWS function for the higher angular
momentum components of the ~+ [411 ] and ~+ [411 ] states (fig . 5) . These can be
qualitively understood as due to dN = 2 mixing . A discussion of this point is given
in the appendix .

3.2. CORIOLIS AND PAIRING EFFECTS

It is well known that the Coriolis and pairing interactions significantly modify the
spectroscopic strengths for particle transfer reactions on deformed nuclei . These
effects should properly be includedinthe set ofcoupled equations for the formfactors.
However, the Coriolis interaction (H~) couples all of the particle orbitals within
a major oscillator shell, which greatly complicates the solution of the coupled equa-
tions. No calculations of this type have been attempted.

If the Nilsson model- is generalized to include pairing and Coriolis effects, the
nuclear overlap integral for a single=nucleon stripping reaction has the form ~)

~uçrH

r
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r(fm)

1ia. 3. Comparison ofDWS and conventional HO-W3form factors for the &st three members of
fhe {-[323] baâd in isago. The arrows denote the position ôf the potential radial, 1 .25 A~ fm.
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~u(r)~
r

Fia. 4. Dw3 and the coaveational HO-WS form factors for members of the }- [5411 bead in
usHo. The arrows denote the position ofthe potential radius, 1.25 A~ fm.

(~s~ ~~ ° ~~ml.(rf~1' "<InMw,i(MH~M~ÛIIsMsi

Sj. w ~ . ~~+
1)J

~h0jgsljagsi~ arUrCû.
s

(3.10)

where ~" ~ is the spectroscopic amplitude, Ui is the probability that orbital P is
unoccupied in the ground state of the target nucleus, ~ is the Nilsson coefficient
for orbital P, and the'ar are the Coriolis mixing coefücients . Since there is no explicit
radial dependence in Ham , one would expect the redistribution of spectroscopic
strength due to Coriolis mixing to be.similar for a particie bouad in either a deformed
Woods-Saxon or a deformed .harmonic oscillator potential. This assumption allows
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Fib. S. TheDWSandHO-WSform factors for-the }+ and f+ members ofthe }* [411 ] and}+ [411 ]
beads, illustrating the appearance ofextra aodea in the DWSfunctions due to dN= 2 mixing. The

arrows denote the position of the potential radius, 1.25 A~ fm.

one to incorporate Coriolis andpairing effects into the reaction calculations through
the substitution

4~Nil~(r) ~ ~(11Gi) ~ arUrCj~Xh.(r).
r

Sj.x ~ [2(2h+1)I(~s+1)]}~IwOjKHIIsKHi~

where X~.(r) is a deformed Woods-Saxon wave function generated by the relaxation
method outlined in subsect. 2.1 . Except for a few cases specified in the text, this sub-
stitution was used in all the CCHA calculations.

T'he Coriolis and pairing calculations have been described previously t2) and
are briefly reviewed here . The Nilsson coefficients CÛ were calculated with the
harmonic oscillator parameters S, x and.1~ set equal to 0.25, 0.05 and 0.625, respeo-
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tively. The values of the emptiness parameter Ur were computed in the usual BCS
approximation with the gap parameter taken to be 850 keVand the chemical potential
placed 100 keV below the ground state . For states which exhibited strong Coriolis
mixing, the unmixed excitation energies were adjusted so that the resulting excitation
energies would be correct when Coriolis effects were included .

It has been found s2) that in many cases fits to experimental data can be improved
by reducing the strength of the Coriolis interaction. In this work no such reductions
were used.

4. Comparison wIW e:perimeat

In our analysis of the 1 si, i s4Dy(sHe, d)i es, is slio reactions we have limited our
attention to the low-lying bands for which transitions to at least one member were
observed in each of the two residual nuclei . These include the ground ~' [523] band,
as well as those basod on the ~+ [402], ~* [411 ], ~+ [411 ], and ~}- [541 ] orbitals. The
"fingerprint" for the first two of these is dominated by a single strong transition
which one might expect to be relatively well described by the DWBA, while for the
remaining threw. the strength is fragmented and in addition the two [411 ] orbitals are
Coriolis mixed. Thus these examples span a representative range of reaction condi-
tions to be expected in similar experiments.
For most of the observed transitions the CCBA angular distributions are similar

in shape to DWBA predictions, and are in good agreement with experiment over
the 4-35° angular range for which data are available. In these cases the influence of
indirect processes and the DWS form factors is manifested primarily in the cross-
section magnitudes . For this reason the CCHA predictions displayed in the s
are not normalized to the data, except where noted. For comparison we also show
DWBA calculations using the same optical parameters and HO-WS form factors
which are normalized to Nilsson model predictions corrected for Coriolis and pairing
effects. We emphasize that since these DWBA calculations do not use the DWS
form factors and the one-channel optical potentials do not fit the elastic scattering,
they do not necessarily represent the optimum description ofthe reactions obtainable
with the DWBA. However we feel that they are representative of the conventional
DWBA analyses which have commonly been used to extract spectroscopic informa-
tion from proton-transfer reactions in the rare earth region .
The states of the target and residual nuclei included in the CCHA calculations are

indicated explicitly in the figures. In the entrance channel the coupling always in-
cluded three levels, the 0+ ground state andthe lowest 2+ and 4+ levels . In the exit
channel as many levels were included as were likely to be important, bearing in mind
computer time limitations.

4.1 . THE ~' [5231 and f*[4021 BANDS

These bands are similar in that almost all the spectroscopic strength of each
resides in one member. Consequently one might expect the DWS and HO-WS form



factors to be similar, and the effect of indirect processes to be minimized, in the
strong transitions to the ~-- member of the negative parity band and to the ~+ [402]
bandhead. For the~ level the DWS and HO-WS form factors are indeed nearly
identical as is evident in fig. 3. Unfortunately, DWS form factors are not available
for the ~+ [402] band, as for this orbital the relaxation procedure always converged
to a different band. However, the ~+ bandhead (the only member with an experi-
ments] cross section large enough to observe in either holmium isotope) is expected to
carry approximately 90 ~ of the spectroscopic strength of the band and should be
adequately represented by the HO-WS form factor, which in this case was used in
the CCBA calculations .
The experiments] angular distributions for both the ~- and ~+ levels are quite

similar in the two holmium isotopes, as can be seen for example in comparing the
~- angular distributions in fig. 6. For this transition the DWBA and CCBA are
similar to one another and both fall within the experimental uncertainties of the data .
For the ~+ [402] bandhead, onthe other hand, the experiments] cross section is fitted
quite well by the CCBA while the DWBA is too low by approximately a factor of
two (fig . 7). Thus a significant contrilrution from indirect processes to this transition
is indicated (as noted above, the two calculations use identical form factors for this

Tie' [~~ eewo

is :, iss~,(aHe, d)

4~ nrr
w w2'

a~ r~-

81

FiY. 6. Amulet distributions for members of the ~' 1523] band in isago and 's°Ho. The CCBA-
HO-WS aad DWBA calculations for the ~- level use the same HO-w3 form factor (see tent).
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~+

sr2+ [402] ea[~u

	

2+

	

-"

	

~rz+
0

	

5/2+

Fig 7. Comparison of DWBA and CCBA predictions for the ~+[402] bandhead in 16'Ho. The
cross section for this transition in 1"'Ho .ia similar [see ref. sa)].

7/2- [S23]

	

5/2+ [402]
(a)

	

(b) .

9,2+

7~2+

5/2+

Fig 8. First- and second-order paths which cas contribute to excitation .of the ~- member ofthe
~- [523 ] band (a) and the f+ [402] baadhead (b). .

orbital), even though it has the largest cross section measured in the t s3.1s sgo
experiments.
Some insight.into the difference between these two cases can be gained by examining

the spectroscopic amplitudes for second order processes, i.e ., the ones which require
exactly two steps.. Ail ofthe paths for these are shown in fig . 8. For the ~-- transition
(fig. 8a), only the direct path (c) and the path (d) through the target 2+ state can
proceed via the largej; _ ~- transfer strength. (Recall that direct excitation ofthe
4+ level is. forbidden since ß4 is taken to be zero). However it, happéns that path (d)
is inhibited by the angular momentum coupling, since the C]ebsch-Gordan coefficient
~~4~~~~ ~~ is very . small. . Therefore, at least in second ôrder, the direct route is
favored due-to this purely .geometrical effect. The CCBA result, which also.includes
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the effects of multiple excitations and transfer via the weaker angular momentum
components, is actually less than, but remains within about 15-20 ~ of, the purely
direct cross section represented by the DWBA calculation . In the case ofthe transition
to the ~* [402] bandhead, however, there is no similar geometrical hindrance of
indirect contributions procceding through the dominant component (in this case
jx = ~+) of the single-particle wave function. Of, the relevant second-order paths
for this transition (fig . 8b), only the path (h) through the 2* level in the entrance
channel, in addition to the direct path (e), can proceed byj` _ ~+ transfer, and it
appears that this path is responsible for much of tho large cross-section enhancement
predicted by the CCBA. Indeed, when all paths but (e) and (h) are turned off, the
cross section predicted by the CCBA is within a few percent of the result with full
coupling, i.e ., the CCBA curve shown in fig. 7.
Among the weaker transitions populating the ~- [523] and ~+ (402) bands, data

are available only for the ~- and ~- members of the former in 163Ho. The cross
sections for these are also displayed in fig. 6. With the }- cross section we show the
results of two CCBA calculations, tpgether with the DWBA .prediction. The curve
labelled CCBA-HO-WS represents a coupled channels calculation.using theHO-WS
form factor (but without Coriolis corrections) rather than the DWS form factor
used in the standard case . Althoughthe measured cross section has large uncertainties
it is evident that it is reproduced adequately by the two CCBA calculations while the
DWBA underestimates the cross section by an order of magnitudç.
The agreement between the two CCBA predictions is at first sight surprising in

view ofthe large difference in the tail region between thej` _ ~- DWS and HO-WS
form factors (fig . 3) . However, most of the observed cross section can be accounted
for if excitation of the ~' level is allowed to proceed only via indirect processes
involving the stronger~- component, for which the DW5 and HO-WS form factors
are virtually identical. Such a CCBA calculation, with only .j= _ -'~1-- transfer
included, yields a cross section which at the first maximum near l'S° is within about
10 ~ of two CCBA predictions shown in ßg. 7.
For the ~- member of this band the CCBA and DWBA predictions differ by

more than a factor of two. However the experimental uncertainties are too large to
indicate a preference for either.

~.2. ~}-1s4r1 BAxn
In contrast to the orbitals considered in the previous subsection, most of the

strength of this band is fragmented among four members,.vrithjs = ~-,

	

, and
~-. Data are available . .for each of the four in 16'Ho. For each of those levels the
DWS form factors differ significantly from the conventional ones in that they are
larger in the tail region . This tffxt, which is illustrated in flg . 4, can be understood
from the fact that the N= 7 orbitals with which the ~}- [541-] can mix would not be
bound in a spherical Woods-Saxon well of the appropriate radius and depth. Con-
séquently same of the additional contributions appearing in the DWS form .factors
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Fib. 9. ~Compariwa of DWBA and CCHA peedlctiôns for memberb of'the }' [341 ] band'in '°'Ho.
The -CCBA=HO-WS calculations nee the name conventional form factor ai the DWBA (see tee.

are from the continuum, and for these four components and constructively, with a
nsu[ting.extension of the functions to larger radii.
The experimental angular distributions are compared with' DWHA and CCBA

predictions in ~flg. 9: Tn each case the cross . scetions are~underestimated. For the ~-
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and ~}- levels, the CCBA falls approximately 35 ~below the data while theDWBA is
below the CCBA by about a factor of two. For the remaining two levels the CCBA
and DWBA predictions are similar in magnitude but underestimate the ~- cross
section by a factor oftwo and the ~- cross section by nearly an order of magnitude.
Thus although the CCBA is more successful than the DWBA in reproducing the
magnitudes of the experimental cross sections, the overall agrcement is worse than
for the other bands studied.
Two other members of this band, the ~- and ~- states, are predicted by the

Nilsson model to have small direct-transfer strengths (Cû ~ 0.03 in each case). It is
interesting that while the DWS function for the ~- member is enhanced in the tail
region relative to the HO-WS function by an amount roughly comparable to the ~-
component, the DWS function for the ~- member is diminished by an order of
magnitude near the nuclear surface. Thus for the latter the direct path would be
expected to be quite small. Since neither level was identified in either 1 ssHo or 1 ssHo
in the work of ref. iZ) no CCBA calculations have been made for these transitions.

It is noteworthy that for each ofthe four transitions considered the enhanced cross
sections which might have bees expected from the DWS form factors are suppressed
by strong destructive interference appearing in the CCBA calculations . The rough
similarity between tho DWBA and CCBA cross sections results from approximate
cancellation in the CCBA calculations of two strong but competing effects not present
in the conventional DWBA. The strengthofthesetwo effectsisillustratedbythebroken
curves marked CCBA-HO-WS in fig. 9. These represent CCBA calculations which
use the conventional HO-WS form factors employed with the DWBA. (Since they
do not include Coriolis corrections they are not strictly comparable to the other two
sets of calculations, but this difference is a minor one.) It can be seen that the use of
the DWS rather than HO-WS form factors results in a large enhancement of the
cross sections (an order of magnitude for the ~- and ~- levels), which is counter-
balanced by destructive interference among the multistep processes.
The presence of this strong interference between competing reaction processes, as

well as the sensitivity of the reaction calculation to the form factor, indicates the
danger of inferring detailed nuclear structure information from the usual "finger-
print" distribution of strengths. Even in cases for which the DWBA and CCBA cross
sections are approximately the same, the nature ofthe "single-particle wave function"
used in the two calculations can be gwte different. Moreover, the large underestimates
of the '}- and ~- strengths by both calculations renders suspect the relatively good
agreement achieved for the other members of the band. Because of the interdepen-
dence between reaction channels implied by strong coupling, it is difficult to have
confidence in the description of the intrinsic wave function unless the transitions to
all members of the band are adequately reproduced .

In addition to the rather strong influence of indirect processes on the cross-section
magnitudes for transitions populating the ~- [541] orbital, it is in this band that we
find the only noticeable exceptions to the general trend that the shapes of the CCBA
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FiB. .10 . Oomparisc~n of DWBA -sad CC$A üaQular distributions for transitions Pel?ulatina the
}' (5411 band is iesgo. In each case the theoretical curves have been normalized to give the befit

vlaual flt to the data.

and DWBA angular distributions are quite similar and in good agreement with the
data. In fig: 10 we compare the measured angular distributions with CCBA and
DWBA predictions each of which have been normalized to give the beât visual ßt
to the data. It can be seen that there are fairly large differences between the two cal-
culatidns for the 1~= 1, ~- and ~- transitions, and while neither is successful in
reprôducing all the features the phase of the observed oscillations is somewhat better
described by the CCBA. For the 1= .3, jx = ~- transition there are again significant
differences between the DWBA and .CCBA, with the latter providing a distinctly
better fit. For the relatively structureless 1= 5 transition to the ~-leveh the differences
are smâller and similar to those obs~i"ved for transitions in other bands, although the
CCBA gives a somewhat improved fit near the secondary maximum:
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It will be recalled from the earlier discussion and fig . 4 that for the ~}- [541 ] orbital
the DWS form factors are quite different in shape from the HO-WS functions used
is the DWBA calculation. However the altered radial dependence of the DWS form
factors has little influence -on the shape of the CCBA angular distributions . When
these are calculated using the HO=WS. form factors (see the curves'marked CCBA-
HO-WS in fig. 9), the resulting predictions are virtually identical im shape to those
shown in fig. 10:

4.3 . THS }* (411 ] AND}* [411 ] BANDS

The spectroscopic strength of both these bands is also distributed . over several
members, and as noted earlier there are indications in some of the DW5,form factors
of significant N~ 6 contributions to the intrü~sic wave function (see appendix and
fig. S) . Thus one might expect to see apprèciable departures from the predictions 'of
;the conventions] DWBA. However, an element of uncertainty in treating the reao-
tioas populating these bands, and in comparing the calculations to the experiments]
data, is introduced by the strong Coriolis mixing between the two which is expected
because of their close proximity in energy and which is borne out by the Coriolis
mixing calculation described in subsect. 3.2.
We consider first the ~}* [411 ] band. Experimental cross sections are available for

the ~+, ~+ and ~± members, which are expected to have most of the spectroscopic
strength of the band. i3nfortunately the ~+ level, which on the basis of the Nilsson
model would have a small .direc't transfer strength (C~ z 0.02), was: not identified in
either holmium isotope in the ('.He, d) experiments .(the predicted CCBA cross sec-
tion is quite small, S 2x 10- ~ mb/sr at 10°) . The ~}* level, with Cy ~ 0.07, was
unresolved from the }* member in 1saHo andfrom the ~ ~+ [411] level in iesHo.

The~availabie cross sectio~ss àre compared with DWBA and CCBA predictions in
fig. 11 . The unresolved ~}*~* doublet m 16'Ho, which is expecteä to be dominated
'by the ~+ component, is compared with the combined predictions for these two levels.
(At angles beyond 0° the weak 1-- 0 transition to the bandhead contributes less than
10 ~ to the predicted cross section.)
The CCBA and DWBA cross sections are similar in magnitude, and except for
~~,+~,+ doublet at forward angles, underestimate the experimental ones by about
a factor of two. While the relatively poor agreement between experiment and theory
may reflect uncertainties in the nuclear structure referred to earlier, the approximate
agreement between the twotypes of calculation does not imply,that indirect processes
are unimportant in these transitions. In the case ofthe ~+ level the similarity between
the DV~BA and CCBA predicüons is fortuitous, arising because of the difference
between the DWS and HO-WS form factors used in the two calculations . This is
illustrated by a second DWBA calculation, labelled DWBA-DWS in fig . 11, which
uses the DWSform factor for the ~+ level . Thediminished magnitude of this function
in the tai] region, compared, with the HO-WS form factor used in the conventions]
DWBA (fig. 5), results in âreduction in the predictedcross section by a factor offour .
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However this reduction is more than erased by indirect contributions occurring in
the CCHA calculation, which uses the DWS form factors. Thus the resulting CCBA
prediction is similar to that of the HO-WS DWBA, although only a small part of
the CCHA cross section is due to direct transfer . It is interesting to note that the
additional node in the DWS form factors for this state changes the shape of the
DWBA angular distribution, eliminating the sharp drop in the cross section near 0°,
which does not appear in the data . However, in the full CCBA calculation the cross
section again falls rapidly at forward angles .
In comparison with the }+ [411 ] band discussed above, somewhat less experimental

information is available concerning the transitions populating the ~}+ [411j band .
Although the positions of several members of this band are known in both t 6'Ho
and t ssHo from decay worn, only the bandhead in each isotope was clearly separated
from other levels in the experimental spectra of Lewis et al. t2), and only in tsaHo
was the cross section for this level large enough to observe. Tn addition, as mentioned
earlier, a combined angular distribution for the strong ~* component togetherwith
the weak ~}* [411 ] bandhead transition was measured in 1 ssHo.
The difference in the intensities of the reactions populating the }+ [411 ] bandhead

in the two isotopes is only partly accounted for by the Coriolis mixing calculations,
which enhance the expected cross section by a factor of five for the level in t6sHo
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while diminishing the strength in i 6 ~Ho. This predicted enhancement is reflected in
the -D WBA curve shown with the ~~+ transition in 1 s3Ho (fig. 12), which never-
theless falls below the data. by .a factor of four. However the full CCBA calculation
with the DWS form factor gives an excellent fit to the data . A similar calculation
for the corresponding level in i esHo is consistent with the fact that in this isotope
the transition was too weak to be observed . The predicted cross section at 10° is
only 1.2 x 10- ~ mb/sr. Although the .much stronger ~+ transition was unresolved
from the ~}+ [411] bandhead in 1 ssHo, the latter is expected to contribute .less than
10 ~ of the combined cross section measured for the two levels : Assuming this
contribution to be negligible, the DWBA and CCBA predictions are similar, each
underestimatjng the data by not quite . a factor of-two . For the $* level in 163Ho,
the CCBA predicts a cross section approximately half that in is sHo. in'this case no
meaningful comparison with experiment is possible, since in this isotope.the ~+ level
is nearly degenerate-with the strongly populated ~+ {404] bandhead. :

	

, .
Amongthe unresolved lügher spin-members of this band, the ~~+ member in i 6sHo

is predicted by the Coriôlis mixing calculations to have the-largest direct transfer
strength [(~re~Ur~)s a 0:07]. However, as was the case for the $ ~+-{411] level
discussed earlier, indirect processes account for most of the CCBA cross section
predicted for this level : As can be seen in fig . 5, the DWS form factor for the ~+
member is greatly diminished in the tail region compared with theHO-WS function.
However the CCBA . prediction using DWS form factors is some 2.4 times larger
than the cross seetioII predicted by the HO-WS DWBA. The predicted CCBA cross
sections are nonetheless small; at 10°, 2 x 10- ~ and 6k 10-' mb/sr in 1s3Ho and
issHo, respectively. . Comparable cross sections are predicted for the ~* member;
at 10°, 1 x 10_ s mb/sr in i6aHo and 2x 10- ~ mb/sr in 1 ssHo .

5. Smomsary sox) oonch~oo~e .,

For most of the transitions we have analyzed, the CCBA predicts significant
contributions from ,indirect processes to the ('He, d) reaction mechanism. The
resulting influence on cross-section magnitudes, and on the patters of spectroscppic
strengths which would be inferred from a conventional DWBA analysis, 'is com-
parable in degree to that found in neutron transfer reactions in the rare-earth region
at lower energies. These effects art not confined to weak transitions. Eves . for the
very strongly populated ~+ [402] bandhead, the CCBA cross .section is enhanced by
a factor of two over the DWBA. For the weaker transitions, the effect of the more
realistic deformed Woods-Saxonform factors on the predicted cross section is some-
times comparable to the influence of indirect processes . Each can alter the cross
section by an order of magnitude: :In the limited nnmbez...of: example: we have con-
sidered, these effects tend to cancel, resulting in predictedcross sections which are
often similar to .chose df`the .conventional DWBA. However since eac>ti can either
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enhance or reduce the cross section in awaywhich is essentially unpredictable apriori,
we see no reason why this behavior should be universal.

	

.
In most of the present examples, the CCBA angular distributions are quite similar

to DWBA predictions, which usually fit the data welt . Thus theDWSform factors and
the indirect reaction paths included in the CCBA model manifest themselves mainly
in altered cross-section magnitudes . In this respect the CCBA results are in better
overall agreement with experiment than the DWBA as applied by Lewis et al. is).
However there remain some major discrepancies, all in the ~}- [541 ], ~}+ [411 ] and
jE+ [411] bands. For the majority of transitions to members of these three bands, the
CCBA cross sections, although usually larger than the DWBA predictions, still
underestimate the experimental cross sections by nearly a factor oftwo. The strongest
inelastic effects, and some of the largest .discrepançies, occur in the j~- [541 ] band,
where there are also noticeable differénces between the CCBA and DWBA angular
distributions. Here the CCBA is metre successful in reproducing both the shapes and
magnitudes of the experimental angular distributions, although it fails badly in
predicting the strength of the transition to the ~}- level and underestimates the cross
sections for the other members of the band. Hécause of the strong interférence
occurring in the CCBA calculations for the j~- [541 ] band, one might expect the
cross sections to be particularly sensitive to nuclear structure details, and it may be
th~# the relatively poor agreement obtained for this orbital, as well as for the two
Coriolis-mixed [411 ] bands, is due at least in part to uncertainties in the underlying
nuclear structure. However it is curious that when significant discrepancies exist, the
CCBA cross secdons are always smaller than the experimental ones, and usually
by roughly the same factor. Indeed we note thar of the eleven transitions to the
members of these three bands shown in figs. 9, 11 and 12, the experimcnt~l cross
sections for all but the ~} ~- [541 ] and ~ ~+ [411 ] levels can be reproduced to within
about 20 ~ if the CCBA predictions are uniformly multiplied by a factor of 1 .9.
There is of course some ~uneertainty in the proper overall normalization of the

predicted cross sections, which depends upon the normalization factor Dô assumed
for the (3He, d) reaction i s) . in addition the absolute cross sections yielded by the
calculations are subject to uncertainties in parameters, such as the radius of the
bouâd-state potential, whose variation fends to affect the cross-section magnitudes
for all transitions in roughly the same way. However even if one accepts a possible
error of as large as 1.9 in the effective overall normalization du° to these uncertain-
ties, a uniform renormalization of this magnitude would be difficult to justify in
the present case. The result would be to destroy the very good agreement obtained
for thè ~- [523] and ~+ (402} orbitals, which amông the examples we have analyzed
are~robably subject to the smallest nuclear structure uncertainties.
Thus the present CCBA analysis, although indicaxing that spectroscopic strengths

obtained from the usual DWBA procedure can be substantially in error, is not itself
able to reproduce quarrtitatively the experimental cross=section magnit~ides for all.
transitions. It is difficult to say, based on the limited number of cases considered
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here, whether the discrepancies between this more elaborate reaction model and
experiment reflect the various uncertainties in parameters and nuclear structure or
more fundamental deficiencies in the description of the reaction. It is our fceling
that this question would only be resolved bY the systematic analysis of a more
extensive body of data .

One of us (A.S.B.) would like to thank Dr. P. E. Hodgson for the hospitality
extendod to him during a visit to Oxford.

APPeadiz

MIIüNG BETWEEN MAJOR OSCILLATOR SHELLS

In general, shell-model states with quantum numbers N+2, 1, j have one more
radial node than those with quantum numbers N,1,j, suggesting that the additional
nodes which appear in some DWS form factors are due to dN = 2 mixing . This point
is difficult to investigate using Woods-Saxon basis states becauso in the spherical
limit the states with N+2 are usually unbound in a potential which puts members of
the major shell Nnear the Fermi surface. However it is straightforward to investigate
using harmonic oscillator functions. In terms ofthese the additional nodes inthe DWS
form factors can be understood as arising from dN a 2 mixing and it is possible to
anticipate the cases in which they occur.

Consider a case in which the single particle state is an admixture of N= 4 and
N = 6 harmonic oscillator basis states . The number and positions of the radial nodes-
then depend on the mixing ratio C(N = 6)/C(N = 4) . If the wave function were pure
N= 4, there would be N-~}t radial nodes. The existence of an additional node in the
mixed wave functions is determined by the following conditions . (We assume the
usual phase convention, in which the radial wave function is positive near the origin.)

(a) If the mixing ratio is positive, there will always be an additional node whose
position approaches infinity as the mixing ratio C(N = 6)JC(N = 4) approaches
zero, since theN = 6wave function must dominate at sufficiently large r. Conversely,
as C(N ~ 6)lC(N = 4) approaches infinity, the additional node moves in signifi-
cantly while the existing nodes move slightly closer to the origin .

(b) If the mixing ratio is negative, there will be an additional node only if the
magnitude of the mixing ratio is sufficiently large. The additional node moves toward
the origin and disappears at C(N = 6)/C(N = 4) becomes small. The existing nodes
move away from the origin as C(N = 6)/C(N = 4) approaches negative infinity.
These statements are valid for any admixture of N and N+2 harmonic oscillator

wave functions. They depend on only two properties of the wave functions, namely,
that the radial nodes oftheNandN+2wave functions interlace each other and that
the ratio of the radial wave functions (~PNl~PN+z) approaches zero as r approaches
infinity .
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These considerations are best illustrated by the behaviour of the ~+ [411 ] and
~+ [411 ] Nilsson states, which are among those populated by the (3He, d) reactions
of interest . In a deformed harmonic oscillator potential with parameters appropriate
for the holmium isotopes, these two states have energies (before dN = 2 mixing)
very close to their N = 6 partners, the ~+ [660] and~+ [651 ] orbitals . Thus conditions
are favorable for such mixing to occur. Tile predicted mixing ratios C(N = 6)J
C(N = 4) for the first few members of each band are given in table 2 for two values
of the deformation, b = 0.2 and S = 0.3 (for 163,1 ssHo an intermediate value
S x0.23 is reasonable) . Themixing ratios were computed with the deformed oscillator
parameters taken to be x = 0.05, ~ = 0.625, the values recommended by Chi ss),
and ~ea~o = 7.3 MeV. Also in the table we compare the nodal character ofthe mixed
harmonic oscillator functions with that of the corresponding DWS form factors.

T~ 2

Comparison of DWS Functions with dN= 2 mixing ratios and nodal positions predicted using a
harmonic oscillator basis

State

	

Component

	

Harmonic o:a7lator

	

DWS

In all cases but one the harmonic oscillator andDWS functions have the same number
of nodes. The exception is the j = ~ component of the ~+ [411] state, which in the
oscillator potential has an extra node at orbeyond 20 fm which does not appear in the
DWS function . This is reasonable, since at radii far beyond the finite extent of the
Woods-Saxon well the wave function must be an exponentially decaying Coulomb
function .

It should be emphasized that although the study ofdN = 2 mixing in a harmonic
oscillator basis enables one to predict when there may be changes in the number of
nodes, it is not clear what effect this will have on the tails of the wave functions . For
example both the ~ and ~ components of the ~}+ [411 ] band have positive mixing
ratios and additional radial nodes, but in one case the tail is enhanced and in the
other it is diminished (see fig . 5) .

d~0.2 dQ0.3 existence

C(N~ ~/
C(N ~ 4)

position
extra

node (fm)

C(N= 6)/
C(N3 4)

position
mura

node (!~)

of
extra
node

}+ [411 ] } -0.062 none -0.096 none no
} -0.072 none -0.112 none no
if 0.047 20 0.017 ~20 no
} 0.231 9 0.302 9 yes
f 0.692 7 0.780 7 yes

}+ [411 ] $ -0.109 none -0.143 none no
} -0.030 none -0.061 none no
} 0.113 12 0.156 11 yes

0.569 T 0.663 7 yes
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